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the modern game is reproduced in full in the book, though black is allowed to increase the tempo,
even after 14 e4 e5, which simply increased the level of responsibility for black, without having any

obvious effects, such as taking time to exchange on f5 and setting up a kingside attack. neither
black nor white are allowed to offer sacs until move 20, and then only to try to increase their kings
safety. for this game the best i could find in the database was 27 c5, which stockfish did not like,

though it seems to have an advantage over all the alternatives (though the weakness of the d4 and
f4 bishop pair is already exposed with 25 rc7). grobs next choice was 28 qb6, but he does not note

that there is a deadly trap from that line. in his next attempt, he finally succeeded, with 28.. bf5, and
30 ne4 nxe4! and he even does find the essential blow 30.fxe4!? 31 qd3. it should be noted that

there is a slight increase in activity for black after 31. qxd4 32 rd4 bb6! 33 rxd4 f5 34 qd3 qe7, when
black has some slight advantage. his choice of 30 qb6 may not have been the best (that is, 30 rc1!,
when 30.qxc5 31 qd3 wins), but he did get something out of it, and it is certainly interesting to see
the alternatives, and i regret not being able to find the perfectly good choice of 26 ba6!?. stockfish
tells me 26 c5 was still better. pomar was the only one among the elite who often played anti-white
moves, and the only one who, as one might imagine, had some success at it. unlike with the other
annotated games, here stockfish does not contribute much by analysing the game itself. they have

no readability issues, either, since they are in full colour, though they do have the usual game
history, time control and one-move ____ for those games lacking in annotation. the print is a bit more
smudged than the one for the other books, even though they are presumably the same size, but the

quality of the book isnt impaired and in fact seems better.
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